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THE DOMESTIC GLASS WINDOW 
c. 1500-1800 

by 

Ada POLAK 

This lecture will not be primarily concerned with the glass makers who 
produced flat glass, but with the glaziers, who put the glass together to form 
windows. Their craft had, of course, had a spectacular development during the 
early Middle Ages, when they glazed cathedrals and churches, by fitting panes 
of coloured glass together with lead strips, into grand and extensive pictorial 
compositions. We pick up the story in late Gothic times, when not only 
churches were being glazed, but, to an ever increasing extent, domestic dwellings. 
By this time the glaziers had become necessary and well integrated members of 
most north European urban communities, and had organized themselves into 
guilds . In London the Glaziers' Guild can be traced back to 1328, in Paris to 
1467,in Antwerpen to 1470. By 1549 Copenhagen had also got its Glaziers' 
Guild, and in 1632 even Bergen in Norway had one with eight members. 

The 17th century saw a great expansion in the use of glass windows for 
dwelling houses. During the Middle Ages, Kings and noblemen has resided in 
heavily defended castles which looked suspiciously out upon the world through 
narrow slits and few, small windows in the thick walls. But now they moved 
into open manorhouses in Renaissance style. One of the many new comforts 
these buildings offered was glazed windows in large quantities, which made a 
friendly and welcoming exterior and bright and cheerful rooms inside. 

The increased use of glazing during the 1 7th ~~ntury has long been 
recognized by architectural historians. In the case of England, the question has 
recently been researched in depth from a glass history point of view by 
Or. Eleanor Godfrey, and her findings show clearly the same marked growth in 
the demand for and production of flat glass for windows e) . When Hardwick 
Hall in Derbyshire was built between 1591 and 1597, the whole front in marked 

(1) Eleanor S. Godfrey : The development of English glassmaking 1560- 1640. Oxford 
1975. Chapter IILiv. 
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Renaissance style was generously glazed, and a glasshouse built on the site 
provided the glass needed . The same happened in Denmark about the same 
time, when the Lady Ingeborg Skeel built a manorhouse at Voergaard in Jutland 
and had a glasshouse set up in her own nearby forest to produce the glass needed: 
For those whose needs ',"'ere ~onsiderable, it was cheaper and safer to move the 
glass makers to the bUlldmg site than to move the finished glass. 

There were two mam methods of making glass windows. 

The fi.rst was to f!ll the windo','" frame with rows of small roundels, separately 
blown, with a « bull s eye» or (m French) a bOt/din in the centre where the 
pontil iron had been fixed whi le the glass was made, by spinnin~ a bubble 
qUickly round Its own centre until it unfolded into a flat disc. Because the 
rpu~dels ~ad I?inimum contact with tools they were beautifully shiny and clear. 
Their ma111 disadvantage was that t~e bull's eye distorted the picture if you 
wanted to l~ok out. on the wod? ou.tslde, ?n the other hand, they gave a lovely, 
even and d~ffuse light to the mtenor (Fig. 1) . As the glazier fixed them to
gether, he ftI led out the gaps bet:veen them with small cornerpieces or coins cut 
to shape . . Roundels and cornerpleces were joined together by cames, i.e. strips 
of lead with an H-shaped section. 

Fig. 1 
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, The other method of making a glass win?ow was to cut panes from large 
sheets of cyl1l1derblown or cr?wn .glass, . and fit them together with lead strips. 
Here, the glaZier was freer ID hiS chOKe of pattern, and greater variety was 
possible. The most usual was an even, CflSS- Cross pattern. In the early days 
of the domestic glass window, they Wf're too fragile to be opened and shut. 
So glass was fitted only into the tops of the window openings, and firmly fixed . 
This gave a pleasant and comparatively draft-free light to the interior. But the 
main intakes of air still had to come through the opening of the wooden shutters, 
which gave the main protection against the cold and wet in northern climates. 

By the 17th century, glazed windows could be seen in homes of many 
kinds. In the modest fish-sellers house, the windows are small and not hinged. 
In the prosperous homes of Delft, as Vermeer has shown to us, one frame is 
usually hinged inwards into the room, while the rest is still fixed. This is seen 
more clearly in the large room where the cognocenti meet to scrutinize their art 
treasures and where good and plentiful light was essential (2). A vast window 
opening is fully glazed, with several frames of which only one is hinged and 
can be opened, still inwards. 

Let us take a closer look at the glazier and his craft. 

According to the rules of the guilds, three main skills were demanded of 
a master glazier. First, he should be able to make a good, solid window, second, 
to paint pictures and ornaments on glass with subsequent firing to fix the 
colours, finally, to glaze lanterns . We shall concern ourselves mainly with the 
construction of windows. 

Jost Amman's wellknown picture of the glazier at work (Fig. 2) dates 
fro m 1568, and is full of interesting detail. In fact, it shows us all the main 
tools which were used almost unchanged by glaziers to the end of our period. 

The glazier puts roundels together with tacks in their wooden frame . He 
strikes the tacks lightly with a mallet with a wing at the back. This was a double 
purpose tool. With the wooden head of the mallet he could strike his tacks 
gently, while the arched edge of the metal wing was used as a knife to cut 
lengths of lead. Both mallet and knife were in constant use, and instead of 
putting down one and picking up another from his crowded worktable, the 
glazier could change from one to the other by a mere twist of his hand. Grateful 
thanks to Miss Helene Weis, Librarian of the Willet Stained Glass Studios in 
Philadelphia for explaining this. Apparently it is still being used by modern 
craftsmen. 

(2) Flemish Schoo l : Cocgnoscenti in a room hung with pictures. C. 1620. National 
Gall ery, London no. 1287. 
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Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 
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When cutting panes from cylinder-blown or crown glass, the glazier touched 
the 'glass in the appropriate place with a hot iron, and a crack would appear. 
If he drew the iron along the line desired, the crack would follow the line. But 
the cutting of panes was immensely simplified with the introduction of the 
diamond point cutter (Fig. 3) . Nobody knows exactly when this happened, but 
the 16th century has been suggested - the time when diamond-point engraving 
on ornamental vessels was first introduced. 

For trimming the edges of the panes after cutting, the glazier used the 
grozi ng iron (German, Kretttzler; French, gresoir). It had a hook at either end, 
and we can see it hanging on the wall in Jost Amman's glazier's workshop - it 
was of course not needed for the production of roundel windows. 

After cutting and trimming, the panes were ready to be fitted into the lead 
cames. Their production had been much eased with the introduction of the 
leading mill, which, fed with lead, turned out long lengths of the desired shape 
with the H-shaped section, by the turning of a handle. It was probably fairly 
new when Jost Amman drew his picture, where it can be seen standing on the 
bench on the left. For the soldering of the lead, there were special irons, three 
of which are hanging on the wall in Jost Amman's picture, while others are 
lying in the brazier being heated up for use. Lead cames and soldering irons 
were of course used for roundel windows as well as for the other sort. 

A century and a half after Jost Amman drew his picture, in 1734, Ulrich 
Daniel Metzger of Speyer depicted himself as he was in 1711 when he was 
ship's glazier on a Hamburg Ship on a long journey to Archangel (;3 ) . He sits 
proudly displaying a window with square panes and an ornamental painted oval 
in the middle,holding the winged double-purpose mallet firmly in his right hand. 
On the table we see his spectacles, his pipe, and all his tools, among them the 
grozing iron and the soldering iron, the leading mill and his painting gear. On 
the pillars framing the picture are the Glaziers' Guild emblem in two versions, 
one showing the winged mallet, soldering iron and grozing iron, on the other 
a grozing iron crossed with a spate. The Dresden glaziers' Willkom from 1668 
shows a similar emblem, with two winged mallets crossing a soldering iron and 
the grozing iron (horizontally) . On the brass flag on top of the pewter Willkom 
of the Bergen glaziers from 1724 we see a similar arrangement of the tools of 
their trade. 

The panes made from cylinder or crown glass could be cut into a great 
variety of patterns, and several books exist giving designs and directions. Here 
are two of several pages from a glazier's book of 1774, written by one of the 
last masters of the old craft, Pierre Levieil (d. 1772) and entitled «L' Art de la 
peinture sur verre et de la vitrerie ». It repeats almost exactly a similar series 

(3)III. in A. Polak : Glass, its makers and its public, London 1975, fig. 51. 
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of designs in Felibien : «Des Principes de l' Architecture» from 1690. Each 
pattern has a picturesque name, and these are also repeated from Felibien to 
Levieil : there is baton l'omptl, mo/lete d' eperOll, le de etc. 

About the last two patterns in the series, Levieil says that they are «expe
riences for the reception of a master », i.e. suitable for test pieces, to try the 
master glazier-to-be in the art of making patterns with rounded lines. That 
the practise was in use much later shows the masterpiece window made by the 
glazier H.H.Holm in Copenhagen 1809 (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

The windows we have seen depicted in 17th century palOtlOgs all show 
panes cut from crown or cylinder-blown glass, but roundel windows were 
apparently pa~t of the glazier 'S repertoire as late as the early 18th century. A 
pr.lnt b~ Mar.tlO Engelbrecht of Augsburg dating from c. 1730, shows the glazier'S 
':Ife dlsplaYlOg and even being clothed in her husband's products, and the 
Ilght (4) hand panel of her skirt has the form of a roundel window. 

(4) Ibid., back endpaper. 
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But by this time, the leaded window was having competition, serious 
cohlpetition, from the wood-framed window. It had obvious advantages, was 
lighter in weight, held the glass more firmly and was, at least in its simplest 
form, cheaper to make than a leaded window. 

Leaded windows were certainly being made throughout the 18th century, 
and even into the 19th, as shown by the Copenhagen masterpiece. This picture 
from the great Franch Encyclopedie shows a glazier 's workshop, where lead 
windows are being made (Fig. 3). Of great interest is fig. 4, which shows 
a man with a very large pane, as the French had beeome able to make them 
from Perrot's invention of cast glass in the late 17th century. He strengthens 
it by g luing strips of strong paper on to it, length and crosswise. Many o~ us 
remember practising this during the war to prevent broken. glass from flYlOg. 
The process is described by Levieil, who tells us that the stnps frequently were 
put on both back and front. Levieil also gi-:es a passionate defense !or leaded 
windows, maintaining that they give more lIght and are not so eaSIly broken 
as wood-framed windows. This mayor may not have been true, but the fact 
remains that in the course of the 18th century, lead windows gradually gave place 
to wooden ones in most north European countries. The transfer from lead to 
wood has obviously been a gradual process, which took different .courses in 
different places. But it seems quite clear that the w.o?d-f:amed wmdow was 
first created at the end of the 17th century, and deCISIve 111 the development 
was undoubtedly the new fashion for large windows that went from floor to 
ceiling, which came with the new palace architecture i? Louis the XIV's Fran~e. 
Some such windows were certainly installed at VersaIlles as early as 1687 ( ' ). 
For windows of such dimensions leading would be unsafe and cumbersome, and 
something new was clearly needed. 

At about the same time, wood framed windows were being introduced in 
another form, that of sash. It was quite a complex structure. The two frames 
with their divisions into smaller panes were placed flush one agamst the other 
and were moved vertically by a system of lines and pulleys. The advantage was 
that the fragile glass was less exposed to wind .and weather and knocks from 
passers-by than hinged casement windows, the dIsadvantage. that only one half 
of the whole window opening could be uncovered for amng. To ma~e the 
frames run smoothly and safely, the hoisting arrangments had to be sohd and 
well made. 

The word sash derives from the French chassis, which means the outer 
frame of a window. It is said by Sir John Sun1merson to have originated in 
Holland but further corroboration of this is still to come. In England, sash 
became 'the standard type of window from the late 17th century and right up 
to modern times. 

(5) Fiske Kimball : The creation of the rococo . Phi ladelphia 1943, paperback reprint 
1964, fig. 11. 
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There are several documentations of sash windows being installed in 
important English houses and manors from. the 1670 s. In a letter of 
15th April 1673 the Duke of Lauderdale mentIOns that two excellent German 
joiners have made the double «chasees» for the windows at Ham House in 
Richmond. These were operated by brass pulley (6). And from the accounts 
of Windsor Castle from 1686 comes this graphic description of the windows 
put into the Governor's secr~tary's of~ice : a sash window and fr.ame with w.eights, 
lines and pulleys and a wainscot window board (7). How aIry and delightful 
a well made sash window could be appears from this portrait of the aquarellist 
Paul Sandby surveying his motif in 1759. (Tate G. London). James Gillray's cari
cature of « A Voluptuary (in the person of the Prince Regent) suffering the horrors 
of indigestion », daties probably from c. 1810. Here the woodwork has become 
extremely attentuated, and the top frame, probably fixed, has acquired what looks 
like a ventilator (engraving, hand-coloured copy in V.A. Mus, London) . 

But whether the woodframed window was casement or sash, the main skill 
in producing it lay no more with the glazier, but with the carpenter and joiner. 
For if it should become both solid and neat, the timbers had to be select and 
well seasoned, cut into many, precisely dimensioned parts, and joined solidly and 
accurately, as appears from this picture from the great French Encyclopedie 
(Fig. 5) . 

And it is significant that in this great work the article on the leaded glass 
window comes under the heading Vitfier = Glazier, while that on the wood
framed window comes under Menuisier = Joiner. The old and demanding 
skills which the glazier traditionally mastered were mainly connected with the 
making of leaded windows. When the woodframed window came into fashion 
the really difficult and complex craftsmanship was done by the joiner, while the 
glazier's work was reduced to cutting flat glass into plain squares and fitting 
them into the joiner's frames. 

The story of the woodframed window can as yet only be roughly sketched 
out. Much detailed research into documents, old paintings and into architectural 
history is needed, and to get the picture complete, cooperation between scholars 
from many different countries will be needed. 

(6) Letter from Marcus Binney, Country Life, 15 Aug., 1974. See also his article on 
Harrington Hall , Lincolnshire, ibid. 4 July 1974, p. 19, and correspondence 12 Sept., 1974 
and 3 Oct. 1974. 

(7) ]. Alfred Gotch : The English home, London 1919, p. 136. 

Note : Since this lecture was given, Dr. C. R. van Eek, of the Rijksmuseum in 
Amsterdam has kindly drawn my attention to H. Jansen : Vensters, Schiedam 1971, 
2 ed. 1977, which tell s the story of sash in greater detail. 
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ETUDE DES VERRES EN FORME DE CLOCHE 
UTILISES EN POLOGNE 

DE LA FIN DU XVI" AV XVIII" SIECLE 

par 

Slawomira CrEPIELA 

Musee Historique de la Vieille Ville de Varsovie 

Des fouilles menees dans des sites ou existent des couches provenant de 
l'epoque moderne - du XVII" et d~ :x~nr" siecles -, ont fourni de. nombr~ux 
objets en verre : entre autres des reCIpIents dont le type et la fonctlOn varIent 
selon le cas. 

Parmi ces dcrniers, l'attention des chercheurs a ete attiree par des fragments 
de recipients tres caracteristiques lesquels, une fois reconstruits, presentent la 
forme de cloche. On les avait donc baptises «verres en forme de cloche» e). 
Plus tard, des verres entiers appartenant a ce type-la ont ete deterres (fig. 1 a, b), 
prouvant que la reconstruction a He parfaitement exacte. 

Au cours d'autres fouilles, des verres ont ete egalement decouverts ayant une 
panse cylindrique ou bien en forme de tulipe (2). On les a classes dans le meme 

(1) S. ClEPIELA, Pucharki dzwonowate w Polsce od konca XVI do konca XVII wieku 
(Les coupes sous la forme de cloche en Pologne, depuis la fin du XVl e jusqu'a la fin du 
xvue siecle), dans : « Szklo i Cemmika », XVII, N° 9, 1966, pp. 248-253; M. GAJEWSKA, 
J. KRUPPE, Prace archeologiczne przepfOwadz011e w Solcu n/WisltJ pow. Lipsko :v 1962 ':'. 
(Travaux d'archeologie menes a Solec sur la Vistule en 1962), dans : «Kwal'talntk Htstortt 
Kultury Materialnej », XII, N ° 1, 1964, p. 50, fig. 6; A. WYROBISZ, Szklo w Polsce od 
XLV do XVII w. (Le verre en Pologne, du XIVe au xvue siecle), Wrodaw-Varsovie-Cracovie, 
1968, p. 131, fig . 11 et 12 ; S. CIEPIELA, Zabytki szklane z Solca nad WisltJ od konca xv 
do XVIII/XIX w. (Objets en verre decouverts a Solec sur la Vistule, fin xve - jusqu'au 
XV lIl e et XIXe siecles) , dans : « Studia i Mate1'ialy Historii Kultury Mate1'ialnej », «Wyroby 
rzemidlnicze w XIV - XVIII wieku »; ]. OLCZAK, 0 inte1'pretacji naczyn szklanych odkrywanych 
w nowozytnych obiektach sakMlnych. N a PI'zykladzie badan archeologicznych w Mo gilnie 
(De l'interpretation des recipients en verre decouverts dans des bitiments de culte de l'epoque 
moderne. Sur l'exemple des fouilles archeologiques de Mogilno) . « Acta Universitatis 
Thoruniensis Nicolai Copernici » (sous presse). 

(2) ]. OLCZAK, op. cit. 
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